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1. 3D Core-collapse supernova (SN) models.
SN 1987A models (H-rich Blue Supergiant)
Gamma-rays: done, KM+ (draft ready)
Optical: On-going

Cassiopeia A models (H-poor He star)
Optical: On-going ✔

2. Type Ia SNe triggered by He detonation (1D).
Model subset + Subaru Observations: Jiang+ 2017 ✔
1D Model survey: KM+ (draft ready) ✔
2D/3D modelsbased on the explosion: On-going

Supernova Explosion Mechanism
Core-collapse induced explosions of massive stars (>8-10M)
Nakamura+ 15

Standard delayed-ν
explosion begins to
work.

1050erg (x 0.1 Eobs)

Takiwaki+ 14
2D
3D

But not yet
fully
understood.
Typically, not
at the level to
represent real
SNe.

The explosion mechanism is still an unresolved big issue.

Toward understanding the SN mechanism

Radiation
Transfer
SNe: point sources
⇒ Light curves, spectra

Toward understanding the SN mechanism
“Toy” model
- Piston
- Thermal bomb
(Mostly 1D)

Model
Iwamoto+ 1997

Radiation Transfer
~ “Sedov” solution to
study SN remnants
(indeed, lots can be
learned).

”State-of-the-art” parameterized model
SN 1987A

NS replaced by a parametirized/tuned model, but the ejecta
structure reflects the ν-driven mechanism.
The same explosion mechanism for different progenitors.
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Radiation Transfer
• Monte Carlo “Random Walk” for photons.
• Photon field – ionization/thermal condition
coupled (iteration).
• Opacities:
– Gamma: Compton, photo-e, pair creation.
– Optical: f-f, b-f, b-b (~ million), electron scattering.
– Including the Doppler shift (expansion opacity).

• MPI-open MP hybrid.
– Scale confirmed up to ~ 2,000 cores.

From UM2016 + α (for SN 1987A model)

Optical：Toward Full 3D simulation
• Practically even w/ XC-A, using ~ 10,000 cores can be
problematics (lots of resources and waiting time).
• If the convergence is ok, a smaller number of cores (for a
given cores x hrs) would be acceptable.
– Once the converged structure is given, “post-process” can be
separately run (becomes an independent problem).
– Still, 648 cores x 300 hrs, so difficult w/ XC-B.
– And, 648 cores would not give a good convergence.

• Updating a convergence scheme so that it can be handled
by a few 1,000 cores. ✔
• Or, do Cas A models first (little H⇒easy to converge). ✔

Cas A SN remnant: milestone “SN IIb”
• Cas A… One of the best studied SN remnant.
– “Echo” spectra at different directions.
– “Standard” SN IIb (H-poor He star explosion).
– The state-of-the art 3D simulation constructed.

• SN IIb: One of the best studied type of CC SNe. Uniform.
Krouse+ 2008
Wongwathanarat+
17

Model
Obs.

Cas A SN remnant: milestone “SN IIb”
• Does the “Cas A” model (> 200 yrs) consistently explaines
a typical SN IIb (< 1 yr)?
• Does it explain the angle variation seen in the echos?
• How much diversity is related to the viewing directions?
⇒ Strong constraints on the explosion mechanism.
Rest+ 11

Krouse+ 2008

Fang+KM,
in prep.

Synthetic “SN” observables: angle averaged
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648 cores x 120 hrs, spatial=104x23x45, photons=108

Model (red) vs. SN IIb 2011dh obs (black)
First radiation simulation for 3D CCSN.
The model explains observations well.
No fine-tuning (a model for SN remnant).
⇔1D always introduce “artificial” mixing, etc.
Thermal condition convergence tested by 1D models.
Need a bigger 3D simulation for further confirmation.
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Synthetic “SN” observables: angle dependent
40 angle bins

10 angle bins

10 angle bins

Ca II NIR
Fe II

Light curve variation no significant? Up to ~ 0.3 mag?
Some lines show (some) variation, others not.
A “correct” explosion model MUST satisfy:
1. The variation seen in Cas A angle-dependent echo spectra.
2. The variation within the observed SN IIb samples.
A risk of underestimate (angle-binning). Need more photons
(possible, as the thermal condition is already there).

SN Ia Explosion Models
• (Near-)central carbon-burning runaway of a C+O white dwarf.
• Standard: Chandrasekhar WD⇒central burning.
• Variant: He detonation on the surface of a C+O WD
KM+ 10
Seitenzahl+ 13
⇒ compression of the WD
⇒ central C-burning.
One of the “classical” scenario, but
relatively unpopular in the last decade.
Emerging diversity in SN Ia properties
⇒ Multiple progenitor/explosion?
Time to test the He-detonation model.

Kromer+ 13

Fink+ 10

Jiang, Doi, KM+, 2017, Nature
KM+ in prep for further model details (draft ready).

1D models for the He-detonation model
He detonation

w/ He-ash

w/o He-ash

CO
WD
C detonation

SN
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648 cores x 8 hrs for one model.
> 30 Models for different WD & He masses.
Too red, absorptions by the He detonation
ash (Fe-peaks, Ca, Ti). Ti II through and Ca
II H&K.

New Diagnostics?

Black = bolometric

0.8M, 1.1M, 1.4M
(in this particular plot)

The early “Flash” predicted for the radioactive decay of
the He-detonation ash.
Previously, the early flash has been suggested to be caused
by a crush of the SN with a companion star (Kasen 2010).
The details differ between the two scenarios (KM+, in prep).

MUlti-band Survey w/ the Subaru telescope
for Early phase SNe Ia (MUSSES: Jiang+)
Day cadence survey with Suabru (8.2m) and wide-field HSC.
220 deg2 covered each night down to 26 mag.
First run in Apr-June 2016.
9 early-phase SN candidates within a few days.
Follow-up coordinated.
The original idea: SN-companion crush.

MUSSES1604D: A peculiar SN w/ early flash

“Flash” in the first few days.
Too red for the “interaction”.

Spectra of normal SNe but with
strong Ti II/Ca II absorptions,
while the luminosity is normal.
Should have the same origin.

“He detonation” triggers some SNe Ia
He detonation
CO
WD

He detonation-triggered SN does exist
in nature (not only in theory).
Jiang, Doi, KM+ 2017
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Radiation transfer
(cfca)
56Ni/52Fe/48Cr+He/Ti/Ca

Summary
• Do multi-D/multi-λ radiation transfer for the state-of-theart explosion models.
– Extract the information about the key signatures to reflect the
explosion mechanism.

• Cas A model simulations promising.
– The state-of-the-art model naturally explains the real SN obs.
– Angle variation under investigation w/ observational constraints.
Need more photons (on-going).
– SN 1987A model (the other best calibrator) requires larger
simulations (on-going).

• He-detonation triggered SN Ia.
– Does exist in Nature. First robust identification of a specific model.
– 2D/3D models on-going.

